Introduction
I imagine that most of us who have studied or are studying Sumerian in some way or another have a common experience. Recall when you first encountered a line like dinana er-na su ba-si-in-ti (Lugalbanda 1 195).2 You tried a causative translation, "Inana made her hand approach in his tears," although it was not clear to you how the Sumerian causative worked. Or you tried an instrumental translation, "Inana approached by hand in his tears," assuming that su "hand" had the ablative -instrumental or locative-terminative case-marker although it was not graphically indicated. You tried every possibility and exhausted your imagination. This paper will discuss the nature of Sumerian compound verbs focusing on two aspects: first, the semantic unity and morphological discontinuity of the nominal and verbal constituents; second, the unique characteristics from a crosslinguistic perspective of the nominal constituent in the Sumerian compound verb which leads to the fuzzy boundary between compound verb constructions and regular syntactic ones. Primarily I will deal with a specific subset of such verbs, namely those containing body-part terms. I do so because these nouns systematically occupy a prominent position as nominal constituents of the compounds, thus forming a coherent group.3 My data are collected mainly from the Nippur Core Corpus, some sixty Sumerian literary compositions known from the Old Babylonian period in the city of Nippur (Civil 1976, 145 note 36) .
As the theoretical framework, I have adopted the functional-typological approach, which I believe brings a comparative perspective to the study of Sumerian grammar.4
Before entering the discussion of compound verbs, I would like to give a brief outline of my general understanding of Sumerian grammar and its terminology. The basic order of the Sumerian sentence is Subject-Object-Verb.
Sumerian is a language with ergative features. The Agent is marked as ergative with the suffix -e; the Patient as absolutive which is a zero morph. In the case of an intransitive sentence, the Single argument is formally identical with the Patient of a transitive. Oblique markings are dative, locative, locativeterminative, terminative, and ablative-instrumental.
Sumerian Compound Verbs in Bilingual Texts
Langdon, in his article "Syntax of Compound Verbs in Sumerian" published in 1908, grouped the compound verbs by their nominal constituents such as §u "hand," igi "eye," and ki "place," etc. Subsequently, most grammars of Sumerian recognized the existence of "compound verbs" and dealt with them in varying detail,5 with the notable exception of Poebel's. Poebel (1933-34, 250) did not seem to recognize a category of compound verb, but instead used the term "idiom" (Redensart in German) in his commentary of the inscription of and compositions.6 2.1. A Lexical Bilingual Thomsen (1984, 295-323) , in her book The Sumerian Language, lists only some 200 simple Sumerian verbal lexemes, namely, one-word verbs. This rather low number of simple verbs in Sumerian is compensated by the frequent use of compound verbs-M. Civil estimates about 45 percent of the predicators are compounds (personal communication). Even a cursory survey of its verbal lexemes shows that Sumerian lacks, for instance, simple verbs of visual perception and attention; in other words, Sumerian has no simple verbs corresponding to the English verbs "see," "watch," "look (at)," "inspect," etc. To express these concepts, Sumerian instead uses compound verbs in which the noun igi meaning "eye" is combined with various verb stems. In the lexical list "Igitub Short Version" (Landsberger & Gurney 1957 , 81) , igi "eye" is combined with the verbs la. (la), gal (lb-c), bar (1d), dim (1e), hus (1f), gid (1g), and kar (1h), and these compounds are all translated by simple Akkadian verbs. It is reasonable to assume that each entry was considered a unit.
(1) Igitub Short Version 11. 2-9 (1a) igi-la amaru "to see" (1b) igi-gal natalu "to see"
(1c) igi-gal dagalu "to look at" (1d) igi-bar naplusu "to look at" (1e) igi-tum .sapatum "to spy" (1f) igi-hus nekelmu "to look at angrily" (1g) igi-gid-da nekelmu "to look at angrily" (1 h) igi-kar baru "to inspect"
A Literary Bilingual
Sumero-Akkadian bilingual texts are another source where we can study the Sumerian compound verbs and the corresponding Akkadian verbs. In the examples taken from "Gilgames, Enkidu and the Netherworld," we find four Sumerian compound verbs and their corresponding expressions in Akkadian: the Sumerian ki-ag and ne-su-ub (2a) correspond to the Akkadian verbs ramu "to love" and naseiqu "to kiss"(2b), respectively; the Sumerian hul-gig and nigra-ra (2c) correspond to the Akkadian zeru "to hate" and mahsu "to hit" (2d), respectively. hul-gig-ga-zu nig nam-mu-ra-ra-an (2d) assatka sa tazerru la tamahhas "Nor should you beat your hated wife" (GE:196) How ingrained this compounding process was in the Sumerian verbal system is shown by the treatment of Semitic loanwords. For instance, su-hu-uz (from suhuzu, the S-form of Akkadian ahazu, in the meaning "to set on fire") was analyzed as consisting of su "hand" + verb stem, and inflected as a compound verb like su mi-ni-hu-uz(Lugal-e 94),8 su bi-in-hu-hu-uz (Lament over Sumer and Ur 416)9 (Civil 1994).
Current Views of Sumerian Compound Verbs
Recently Attinger (1993, (179) (180) (181) (182) introduces the concept of noun incorporation to define Sumerian compound verbs morphosyntactically. Following Sapir (1911) , noun incorporation denotes a particular form of modifying the primary meaning of the verb by affixing a noun stem to the verb stem. In many languages, the incorporated noun loses its individual salience both semantically and syntactically: thus, it has no syntactic status of its own (see 4.1). Attinger applies this cross-linguistic generalization of noun incorporation to Sumerian compound verbs and tries to establish that in some compound verb constructions the nominal constituent does not have a syntactic status. The nominal constituent of Sumerian compound verbs has, in general, zero case-marking, i.e., it is formally the patient (direct object). Attinger believes that, in the verbal chain of the maru-conjugation, the nominal constituent is sometimes referenced by an explicitly written pre-radical -b-, sometimes not. As the standard theory of Sumerian grammar correlates the pre-radical -b-with the Patient-Absolutive (direct object) in the maru-conjugation (see note 10), Attinger argues that when the nominal constituent is not referenced by the preradical -b-, it has no syntactic status and has, therefore, been incorporated into the verb. However, observe the compound verb gu-e "to wear." While example (3a) does not contain -b-, example (3b) does; in example (3c), -n-occurs in the pre-radical position as well. Since the exact function of -b-(or -n-and also the pre-radical -m-for that matter)10 remains unknown, -b-should not be used as the criterion for judging the syntactic status of the nominal constituent.
(3a) lugal me-lam hus gu bi-6 "The king is clad in a terrifying luminosity" (Sulgi R 92)11
The grassy ground is covered with luxuriance" (Tree and Reed Debate 4) (3c) dig-paid-a ba-an-mu4 ul gu ba-an-e "She wears the pala -cloth and is clad in charm" (Inana and Ebih 53)12 Zolyomi (1996) Mithun (1984) calls "lexical compounding," the basic type in her theory of noun incorporation. According to Mithun (1984, 848-856) , in "lexical compounding" a noun stem and a verb stem are combined to form a(n intransitive) verb denoting a name-worthy, unitary activity. The incorporated nouns, losing their 100 ORIENT individual salience both semantically and syntactically, have no syntactic status of their own, so they bear no case-markers-although semantically they may indicate the type of patient, location, or instrument involved in the event or state. The incorporated nouns do not refer to specific entities; in other words, they are not modified or marked for definiteness or number. The degree of cohesion between the constituents of a compound generally reflects the overall morphological character of the language in question. In some cases, constituents retain their formal identity as separate words; this is called "juxtaposition," a phenomenon observed in many languages of the world: e.g., Mokilese (Oceanic) ko "grind" + oaring "coconut" > "coconut-grind" (Mithun 1984, 849) ; Kusaien (Oceanic) srasre "raise" + po "hand" > "surrender"; and Fijian (Oceanic) taro-gi "ask" + sotia "soldier" > "enlist" (Mithun 1984 , 852) . In other cases, constituents become fused, are considered single words by speakers, and are subjected to all regular word-internal phonological processes; this is called "morphological compounding" (Mithun 1984 , 854) . Here is an example (4) from Walmatjari (an Australian language), pina "ear" + karri "to stand" > literally means "to ear-stand," in other words "to hear, to listen." This example is very interesting because the derived verb pina-karr is transitive, which is, in turn, constructed with a direct object (Hudson 1978, 53; cf. Mithun 1984, 855 Givon (1984, 128f.) points out that instrumentality is one of the more common semantic features that can be incorporated into the verb-either semantically or morphologically. To illustrate the morphological incorporation of stereotypical instrumentals into the verb stem, Givon gives the following verbs containing *ma-(the old root for "hand," now extinct) in Ute (an UtoAztecan language).
(5) ma-cugwa-"to press to" ma-coy-"to squeeze," "to knead" ma-ca'wa-"to extend the hand" ma-yaakwi-"to cause to sink into" ma-viciku-"to slap"
ma-goy'a-"to choke" ma-rogoma-"to create" ma-ru'na-"to rub on," "to spread," "to anoint"
Example (6) is taken from Takelma, (a now extinct Penutian language spoken in California): the verb stem t!ayag-"to find" can be combined with several body part terms that denote instrumentality in a loose sense (Sapir 1990, 542 [228] ). (6) al-"face" + t!ayag-"find" > "to find, to discover, to get sight of s'in-"nose" + t!ayag-"find" > "to smell" (tr.)
daa -"ear" + t! ayag-"find" > "to discover by hearing, to hear all of a sudden"
gel-"breast" + t! ayag-"find" > "to think about, to recall to mind"
Discontinuous Compounds
Certainly, from the formal point of view, Sumerian compound verbs are not exactly juxtapositions of the nominal and verbal constituents, nor do they compound these constituents morphologically, because verbal prefixes occur between the nominal constituent and the verb stem in finite verbal constructions. In this respect, Classical Tibetan offers one of the most interesting cases for the Sumerologist. Tibetan permits morphemes such as the verbal prefix and the negative particle to intervene between the nominal constituent and the verb, while keeping their semantic unity intact: for instance, mgo-khor "head" + "turn around" (lit., "have the head encircled") means "to become confused" (7a); the present prefix N-(7b) and the negative particle mI-"not" (7c) occur between the noun and verb (Beyer 1992, 106f . with note 8).15
The following example (8) is from Lahu (Matisoff 1981 , 307-9, cited in Mithun 1984 . Again note the location of the negative particle when it occurs with the compound verb ni-ma ha, meaning "to be sad": it is reported that while an adult places the negative particle ma immediately before the verb ha, as shown in example (8a), children tend to treat compounds as unitary verbs, as shown in example (8b), placing the negative particle before the noun.
(8a) ni-ma ma ha heart not wretched "I'm not sad" (8b) ma ni-ma ha not heart wretched "I'm not sad" 4.4. Sumerian Compound Verbs: Lexical and Discontinuous I find our Sumerian compound verbs to be analogous to the aforementioned examples. The lack of formal unity of the constituents, in other words, a discontinuity between the noun and verb elements, should not obscure their compounding nature. Thus, however loose their physical connection may be as compared with typical cross-linguistic data of noun incorporation, this is the way for Sumerian-which has a limited verbal lexicon-to form semantically new (but often basic) verbs. For instance, su "hand" is the most frequently used body-part noun, and in general, its compounds express activities which involve hands in one way or another: e.g., su-ti "to accept," su-tak4 "to send" (Civil 1990), su -ur "to erase." Similarly, the igi-compounds express visual activities and experiences: e.g., igi-bar "to look at," igi-du8 "to see." So, gir "foot" too occurs in the expressions of ambulatory motions: e.g., girgub "to step in/on/out." gestu "ear" indicates mental activities: e.g., gestu-gar "to pay attention , to be concerned," gestu-u18-lu "to forget," and zu "tooth" occurs in the expressions of using or showing the teeth: e.g., zu-gaz "to chew" (Volk 1995, 175) , zu-bir9 "to laugh" (Michalowski 1998, 68) .16 5. Morphosyntax of Sumerian Compound Verbs.
Nominal Constituents of Compound Verbs
Now a close examination of the nominal constituents of the compound verbs is in order. Compare the following contrasting examples. Each pair (9a and 9b; 10a and 10b) consists of a prototypical Sumerian compound verb and a non-compounding, regular syntactic construction. Example (9a) contains a-e "to take care" while (9b) a -POSS-(ABL)-e "to escape from someone's hands ."
(9a) gurus-ra dam dumu-ni a mu-un-da-an-e workman-DAT wife children-his arm-ABS CP-n-COM-n-R "For the workman , I take care of his wife and children" (Hoe and Plow (10a) su 2-a-na gir ba-da-ra su bi-in-du8 hand 2-her-LOC dagger sword hand-ABS CP-LT-n-R "She held the dagger and the sword in her two hands" (Eridu Lament 5 ,5 = Segment B 9)19 (10b) lugal-e muhaldim-gal nu-me-a gir su-ne ba-an-dab5 king-ERG cook-chief NEG-be-NOM dagger hand-his-LT CP-n-hold "The king , although he was not chief cook, held the dagger in his hand" Such sharply contrasting pairs are not numerous, but these examples are sufficient to point out the characteristic properties of the nominal constituents of typical Sumerian compound verbs: (1) they take no modifying morpheme, bound or free; (2) they occupy the absolutive position no matter what their semantic roles may be; and (3) they have lost their semantic saliency, thus semantically incorporated into the newly derived composite predicators.
There are, however, some variations where bound and/or free morphemes, such as the pronominal possessive marker and the adjective, occur between the nominal and verbal constituents. I have selected five examples to illustrate these variations, which are examples (11) (11) inim a-ra-dug4-ga-gu10 gu-zu la-ba-an-sub-be-e[n] word CP-you-speak-NOM-my neck-your NEG-CP-n-R (12) uru-gu10 gul-gul-lu-ba a-bi he-im-ma-an-ag-es city-my destroy-destroy-NOM-its-GEN arm-its MP-CP-n-R-PAST:3PL "They commanded the destruction of my city" (Ur Lament 162)22 (13a) sag-gi6-ga-ni-se igi zi mu-si-in-bar head-black-his-TER eye true CP-TER-n-R "He looked kindly at his black -head people" (Song of the Hoe 21)23 (13b) dutu igi bul-la he-mu-e-si-bar-bar-re Utu eye joyous MP-CP-you-TER-R-R-NONPAST:3SG "Utu will look joyously upon you" (Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta
95)24
These adjectives are better understood as adverbs in function to the composite predicator, as suggested by many scholars. This interpretation results from a proper observation of the process of a noun and a verb forming a semantic unit where the nominal element loses its semantic saliency. Yet, example (13c) betrays the fact that zi and bul-la are actually modifying the noun igi. The third person singular possessive pronoun is attached to the igi bul-la "joyous eye." (13c) [an] lugal-e igi bul-la-ni mu-un-si-bar-bar-re An king-ERG eye joyous-his CP-n-TER-R-R-NONPAST:3SG "King An looks around joyously" (Nanse A 253)25 n-and -b-, which takes them as the ergative or absolutive marker depending on the conjugation type of the verb, see Thomsen 1984, 147-152 and Edzard 2003, 84- For various theories about /m/, see Thomsen 1984, 172-174, and most recently Edzard 2003, 92-112 . Pre-radical /m/, /n/, and /b/ still have many uncertainties not only formally but also functionally. Further research will be needed.
11 ETCSL 2 .4.2.18. 12 ETCSL 1 .3.2. 13 Alternatively we could view them more precisely as "noun stripping" as P . Michalowski points out in his forthcoming grammar of Sumerian, because "in such constructions the nouns are 'stripped' of their affixes but remain as separate phonological entities; the nouns are backgrounded but remain as independent words." For this paper, however, setting aside the difficult issue of phonological cohesion for another occasion, I will consider noun stripping as a kind of incorporation and make no attempt to distinguish these two types of constructions in the following discussion; see Mithun 2000, 920f. 14 It clearly shows that verbs derived by lexical compounding do not necessarily have intransitive meanings. Cf. Mithun 2000, 919, example (14) and Mithun 2000, 920, example 20 (16) , where the derived verbs are also transitive, but the former is termed classificatory noun incorporation and the latter noun stripping. 15 Transliteration after Beyer 1992 , 5 (capitalization of a phoneme indicates that it undergoes regular morphophonemic changes according to phonological environment).
